
Chapter 5

The Public Sector

The domestic budget deficit rosefrom 3.2 percentofGDP in 1995 to 4.7 percent
in 1996. This was reflected by a NIS 6.8 billion departure from the deficit
target, which in 1996 was 2.5 percent of GDP. The increase in the deficit
aggravated the main problem confronting Israeli economy the large current
account deficit. The total public debt rose from 89.3 percentof GDP in 1995 to
89.7 percentof GDP in 1996, reversing the declining trend that had characterized
the debt/GDP ratio in the last ten years. Together with the loss of credibility of
the Budget Deficit Reduction Law, this acted to increase inflationary pressures
and raise interest rates.

The total publicsector deficit rose from 3.1 percent of GDP in 1995 to 4.2
percent in 1996, largely due to exceptional wage agreements signed in 1993
94 which raised public expenditure on a permanent basis; this was financed by
large tax receipts in 199394, but an overestimate of these receipts for 1996
precluded any seirous attempt to overcome the problem of the structural
deficit. Only a fraction of the considerable shortfall between estimated
and actual tax receipts is explained by the fact that the GDP growth rate was
below expectations.

1. MAIN DEVELOPMENTS

The total publicsector deficit rose to 4.2 percentof GDP in 1996, compared with 3.1
percent in 1995. This is particularly worrying in viewof the high levelof the deficit
in 1995 and the objectives set for Israel's economy in 1996. The increase in the public
sector deficit, due entirely to the irse in the budget deficit, aggravated the main problem
confronting the economy the decline in the national saving rate and the consequent
large balanceofpayments deficit.
In 1996 the government deviated substantially from the target set in the Budget

Deficit Reduction Law. The domestic deficit (cash basis) rose to 4.7 percent of GDP,
compared with a target of 2.5 percent of GDP. The NIS 6.8 billion deviation from the.
target is duemainly to the shortfall in tax receipts and the failure to adjust expenditure
to actual receipts. Although it was evident at the beginning of the year that tax revenues
had been overestimated, both the outgoing and the incoming governments refrained

In 1996the domestic
budget deficit rose to
4.7 percentof GDP.
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Most of the increase
in the deficit in 1 996

was due to a decline in
tax receipts and a rise
in transfer payments.

The increase in the
budget deficit caused a
decline in the national

saving rate.

from making significant cuts in the 1996 budget. This aggravated the balanceof
payments problem, giving rise to an undesirable monetary and ifscal policy mix and
damaging the credibility of the Budget Deifcit Reduction Law.
The increase in the total publicsector deifcit and the slowdown in GDP growth

increasedthe public debt/GDP ratio by 0.4 percentage points. This constitutes a reversal
ofthe declining trend in this ratio evident in the last ten years. The large publicsector
deficit, the fact that the credibility of the Budget Deficit Reduction Law was
undermined, and the higher debt/GDP ratio all contributed to creating inflationary
pressures and raising real interest rates.
The total publicsector deficit increased as a result of a fall in revenues of 1.6

percent of GNP, which was offset to a small extent by a reduction in expenditure of
0.3 percent of GNP. The share of tax receipts in GNP fell by 0.7 percentage points,
more than half the decline being the result of legislative changes the reduction of
income tax paid by individuals and ifrms, lower national insurance contributions on
nonwage income, and a higher excise tax on fuel. Additional factors contributing to
the lower share of tax receipts in GNP were the excess revenues of 1995 which led
to increased tax rebates to ifrms and selfemployed persons and the lower share in
GNP of expenditure on the purchase of highlytaxed durable goods.
In addition to the decline in tax receipts in 1996, income from property fell by 0.4

percent of GNP, due to the decline in the profits of the Bank of Israel.
Although as a proportion of GNP the public sector's domestic demand remained

unchanged in 1996, and so did not help to create excess aggregate demand, ifscal
policy did serve to do so by sharply reducing the share of net tax receipts in GNP.
There was a3.1 percent volume rise in the domestic demand of the public sector,

alongside an increase in its relative price resulting from continued real wage hikes in

that sector.
Direct tax receipts remained unchanged in real terms in 1996, while transfer

payments increased sharply by 9.6 percent. As a result, the share of net taxes in
GNP declined by 1.6 percentage points, contributing to the increase in private
consumption and investment. This change was relfected by the decline in the national
saving rate and rise in the currentaccount deficit.

Despite the current
account deficit, fiscal

discipline was not
imposed in 1996.

2. FISCAL POLICY

There was somefallingoff in 1996 in the contributionof fiscal policy to attaining the
real and nominal economic objectives the government had set itself. The main problem
for fiscal policy was the currentaccount deficit, which relfects the gap between gross
investment and the national saving rate, and which grew substantially in 1995 due to
the decline in the latter. Fiscal discipline was not imposed in 1996, even though this
would have helped to increase public saving and reduce the currentaccount deifcit.
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Table 5.1
The Public Sector Receipts and Expenditure, 199586

(percentofGNP)

WTh 1994 1995" 1996

Total receipts
of which From propetry

Total taxes

Indirect, on domestic production

Indirect, on civilian impotrs

Direct taxes, fees, and levies

National Insurance income

Total expenditure
of which Domestic civilian

consumption

Domestic defense consumption

Defense imports

Publicsector investment

Transfer payments

Interest payments

Direct subsidies

Total deficit 2J 1_2 3 14 2

' Including receipts and expenditure due to the Health Law

51 715353 053 8

1 2611 11 1

39 744039 939 0

14401414 114 3

5 3655 65 8

14 201515 414 1

5 885484 7

56 035654 156 1

20 291917 2164
7,7088 28 1

1 8411 93 1

3 5733 73 9

14491313 3144
6 62. 77 17 6

1.4712 22 4

Fiscal restraint, as envisaged in the Budget Deficit Reduction Law, would have
decreased the currentaccount deficit by reducing the government's economic
involvement and attaining the inflation target. Farreaching fiscal discipline was required
in 1996 in order to achieve the deficit target, due to the decline of tax receipts as a share
of GDP, but as there was no such restraint, the government failed to attain the target.
The expansion of government expenditure in recent years, and the exceptional

wage agreements of 1994, have caused the budget to rise continuously, creating a
structural deficit problem, and the overestimateof tax receipts in 1996 precluded any
attempt to cope with this. In light of the decline in tax receipts, the failure to tackle
the high levelof expenditure made it difficult to attain the economic targets for 1996.

The large publicsector deficit of 1996 was largely the outcomeofthe expansionary
fiscal policy of 1994 and 1995. In those years rapid economic growth and the fall in
unemployment made it possible to reduce statutory tax rates without reducing the
shareof tax receipts in GNP.1 The steep increase in tax receipts appears to have made

. Under a system ofprogressive taxation, a irse in per capita GNP increases the share oftax
receipts in GNP.
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it easy for the government to respond to demands to increase public expenditure in
general, and publicsector wages in particular. As a result, public civilian consumption
rose from 16.4 percent of GNP in 1993 to 18.4 percent of GNP in 1995 (delfated by
the effectof the Health Law), despite the rapid expansionof GNP. In 1996 the pace of
economic growth slowed but the decline in statutory tax rates persisted, so that the
share of tax receipts in GNP fell by one percentage point. The share of public
consumption in GNP, which had risen on a permanent basis in 1994 and 1995, remained
unchanged in 1996, so that the total publicsector deficit grew to 4.2 percentof GNP.
Publicsector revenues as a share of GNP fell steeply in 1996, by 0.7 percentage

points. Legislative changes which affected revenues this year included the reduction
of income tax on individuals in September 1995, the reduction of corporation tax by
one percentage point, the lowering of national insurance contributions on nonwage
income, and higher taxes on fuel and cigarettes. The lower shareof tax revenues due
to these changes is estimated at 0.43 percent of GNP.
Income tax receipts fell by 0.8 percent of GNP in 1996. Apart from the decline in

statutory tax rates, which reduced revenues by 0.5 percentof GNP, the fall is explained
by the overtaxation of 1995, which led to a irse of 0.32 percent of GNP in tax rebates
to firms and individuals as well as a decline in the share of return on capital. Income
tax on nonlabor income is higher than that on labor income, so that the decline in the
share of the return on capital from 12.8 percent of GNP in 1995 to 12 percent in
1996 reduced income tax receipts by 0.15 percent of GNP. The share of national
insurance receipts from wages declined by 0.1 percentage points in 1996, even though
the greater share of returns to labor extended the national insurance revenue base.

The share of indirect tax receipts in GNP rose by 0.1 percentage point in 1996.
Higher taxes on fuel and the increased share in GNP of consumption increased the
share of indirect taxes on domestic production by 0.4 percentage points. On the other
hand, the moderate rise in prices of imported consumer goods and the smaller share
of expenditure on purchases of highly taxed consumer durables led to a reduction of
0.3 percentage points in the share in GNP of indirect taxes on imports.

In addition to the reduction in tax revenues, publicsector income from property
also declined in 1996, due to the fall in the profitsof the Bankof Israel. Contractionary
monetary policy and the subsequent cost of steirlization inter alia cut the central
bank's profits by 0.4 percent of GNP. Income deirving from capital transfers of the
public fell by 0.3 percentage points in 1996, mainly due to the decline in the public
sector's revenues from its own corporations and institutions as well as to the drop in
receipts from the land improvement and land purchase taxes.

The share of transfer payments rose by 0.5 percent of GNP in 1996, while that of
direct subsidies fell by 0.3 percentage points. The real 9.6 percent increase in transfer
payments resulted from the rapid irse in pension payments to publicservice employees
and in capital transfers. National insurance benefits, which form the lion's share of
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transfer payments, rose by a real 7.4 percent due to the implementation of a special
program to eradicate poverty and the continuing reduction of the link between child
allowances and military service.
Debtservicing payments by the public sector declined by 0.7 percentof GDP. The

reduction of the total public debt from 100.1 percent of GDP in 1993 to 89.6 percent
in 1995 contributedto this decline from 7.1 percentof GDP in 1994 to 6.5 percent
in 1996.2
The expansionary effect of direct demand did not become more acute in 1996, as

its share in GNP remained unchanged. The combination of the smaller share in GNP
of publicsector investment with the persistent increase in the share of public
consumption will have an adverse effect on future economic growth, however.
Fiscal policyaffects aggregate demand via both direct publicsector demand and

its effect on the disposable income of firms and individuals. The decline in the share
of net direct taxes in GNP less the fall in domestic interest payments and in direct
remuneration increased' disposable income by 0.8 percent of GNP. Since the capital
market is not perfect interest rates are not identical for borrowers and lenders the
increase in disposable income served to increase investment and private consumption
so that the total effect of fiscal policy on demand in 1996 was expansionary.
The domestic budget deficit rose from 3.2 percentof GDP in 1995 to 4.7 percent

in 1996, while the target for 1996 was 2.5 percent. As a resultof the shortfall in actual
tax revenues the government deviated significantly from the target set in the Budget
Deficit Reduction Law. The forecast was based on an overestimate in 1995 of the
revenue base. It was evident at the beginning of 1996 that there was a shortfall of
NIS 2 billion in the revenue base visavis that used for preparing the 1996 forecast,
and revenues in 1996 were therefore expected to be below the oirginal estimate.
Nevertheless, the government refrained from cutting the budget, and actual expenditure
at the beginning of the year even exceeded the estimate by NIS 660 million.The
forecasting error (the actual growth rate of GDP was 4.4 percent, not 5 percent) can
explain only part of the large gap between predicted and actual tax receipts.
The Budget Deficit Reduction Law was introduced in order to tighten fiscal

discipline, generate public expectations of declining government economic
involvement, free resources for the expansion of the business sector, and reduce
inflationary pressure. For the first three years after the law went into effect (199294)
the government met the annual deficit target, and the actual deficit was even below it.
Since 1995, however, the government has failed to attain the deficit target, even though
there was a more pressing need to do so due to the balanceofpayments problem.

2 The marked fall in interest payments in 1996 is not in line with the moderate decline of
the public debt/GDP ratio in 1995; this is because interest payments are calculated on a cash,
not an accrual, basis.

The overall effect of
fiscal policy on demand
was expansionary.

Although it was clear at
the beginning of the
year that actual
revenues would be
lower than predicted,
the government did not
cut the budget.
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Table 5.2
The BudgetDeifcit and the Law, 199296

)percentof GDP(

19961995199419931992

Maximum domestic deficit
2.52.753.03.26.2according to law

4.73.22.02.44.9Actual deficit

Publicsector domestic
5.34.32.44.16.4deficit

2.20.41.00.81.3Deviation from maximum

MS million

6,1402,0025,4193,6305,321Receipts

6607463,2232,1197,100Expenditure

In order to comply
with the provisions of

the Budget Deficit
Reductio Law, the

government decided to
reduce the domestic

deficit by 2.4 percent of
GDPin 1997.

The public debt
rose to 89.7 percent

of GDPin 1996.

The deviation from the deficit target in the two years when fiscal restraint was required
may have generated public uncertainty as regards the governments ability to reduce
the deficit in the future, causing real longterm interest rates to rise in 1996, further
increasing uncertainty, and aggravating inflationary pressure.
The Budget Deficit Reduction Law does not directly restrict the extent of public

expenditure. In view of the surplus tax revenues of 1994 the government submitted a

supplementary budget, principally in order to pay exceptional wage increases in the
wake of agreements signed at the end of 1993 and in 1994, albeit without departing
from the provisionsofthe law. The wage hikes increased permanent public expenditure,
creating a discrepancy between the continued easingof the tax burden and adherence
to the Budget Deficit Reduction Law. In order to comply with the law, the government
decided to reduce the domestic deficit by 2.4 percent of GDP in 1997. Estimates
show that most of the planned reduction derives from increasing the tax burden, and
there is virtually no decline in public expenditure, since according to the 1997 budget,
the share of income in GDP is expected to rise by 2.1 percent of GDP and that of
expenditure to fall by 0.3 percent of GDP.

Approaches to reducing the deifcit

Thehigh publicsectordeficit, in concert with the slower rate of economic growth, caused
the public debt to grow from 89.3 percent of GDP in 1995 to 89.7 percent of GDP in
1996. The rise in the public debt/GDP ratio is particularly noteworthy in the contextofits
steady decline in the last few years, beginning in 1985, when it was 183 percent, and
persisting (with the exception of 1989) until 1995. Despite the impressive decline,
Israel's debt/GDP ratio is far higher than the EU's Maastircht cirterionof60 percent. As
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some of the effects deriving from immigrant absorption come to an end, and in view
of the expected slowdown in economic growth, the continued decline of the public
debt/GDP ratio depends on the reduction of the publicsector deficit. This will reduce
the demand for capital, thereby helping to bring down real interest, increase the national
saving rate, and raise per capita GDP in the future.
Against the backdrop of the slowing of the growth rate in 1996, due in part to

supplyside problems (see Chapter 2), fiscal policy should support aggregate supply
by aiming to ease the tax burden and increase public investment. Reducing the deficit
by raising taxes and curtailing public investment will impair aggregate supply and
economic growth. Reducing the deficit by cutting public expenditure is also generally
considered to slow growth in the short term, because it suppresses domestic demand.
According to two recent studies published by the IMF,3 however, a significant and
permanent reduction in current public expenditure increases investment and does not
impair growth, even boosting it. This is because a permanent reduction in current
public expenditure signals a permanent reduction in the tax burden, increasing
investment and consumption demand. If this irse exceeds the fall in public demand,
GDPwill grow butthere will be noimmediate improvement in the balanceof payments;
the situation will improve only after the new investments haveborne fruit.If investment
and consumption demand irses by less than the decline in publicconsumption, the
balance of payments can be expected to improve and inflationary pressure to abate,
though these changes involve a slowdown in growth in the short term./The shortterm
effect of a reduction in the deficit maybe taken to depend on its composition, extent,
and permanence.

A study of the longterm connection between the publicsector budget and the per
capita growth rate in Israel4 showed that the latter is affected positively by the share
in GNP of public investment, and negatively by the direct tax rate. The indirect tax
rate was found to be neutral as regards its effect on economic growth.

Financing the deifcit

The financing of the deficit by the public sector (i.e., the government and the Bank of
Israel) is shown in Table 5.3. Net borrowing from abroad (defined as borrowing from
abroad less the increase in the official foreignexchange reserves) was $ 1.8 billion in
1996. This increased the official reserves and hence did not constitute net borrowing

3 John McDermott and Robert F. Westcott, An Empirical AnalysisofFiscal Adjustment,
IMF 1996; Alberto Alesina and Roberto Perotti, Fiscal Adjustments in OECD Countries:
Composition and Macroeconomic Effects, IMF 1996.

4 M. Dahan and M. Strawczynski, "The Public Sector Budget and Economic Growth in
Israel," JournalofEconomic Development, 21 (1), June 1996.
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Table 5.3
Financing the Deifcit, 199396

)percentofGDP(

1996199519941993

4.23.11.22.3Financing of public deficit(+)/surplus)(

1.53.23.32.6External net borrowing

1.20.30.91.0Change in monetary base

5.06.70.01.7Domestic net borrowing

2.63.30.52.4Via government

0.10.40.31.7ofwhich Sale of assets
2.43.40.50.7Via Bank of Israel

0.50.23.02.2Residual

Most of the deficit
financing of the public

sector in 199596
was by net domestic

borrowing from
the public.

from abroad. Net borrowing from abroad was negative in 1996, mainly because the
BankofIsrael boughtforeign currency from the private sector. This was done primarily
in order to keep the exchange rate against the currency basket within the band, and
increased the central bank^ foreignexchange reserves by $ 0.9 billion. Negative net
borrowing from abroad reduced the publicsector foreign debt (see Chapter 6).
Foreignexchange conversions by the public sector enlarged the monetary base.

Its moderate rise in 1996, despite the extensive conversions, is explained by the fact
that the central bank absorbed (borrowed) local currency from the public, thereby
enlarging the publicsectorJs internal debt.
Most of the financing of the deficit in 199596 was through domestic borrowing

by the government and the Bank of Israel. This increased the internal debt, caused
real interest to rise, and crowded out private investment.

The longterm
trend is of declining

defense expenditure.

The allocation of resources

Certain longterm trends in the allocation of resources by the public sector have begun
to resemble those characteristic of the developed countries (Table 5.A.4). Israeli
security and debt burdens are far heavier than thoseof other developed countries, but
the longterm trend is towards reducing defense expenditure and the share of the
debt, which cuts debtservicing costs and brings Israel more into line with the developed
countries in this respect. The shareof total defense consumption has fallen from 22.9
percent of GNP in 1980 to 9.5 percent in 1996, and expenditure on servicing the debt
has declined from 12.1 percent of GNP in 1980 to 6.6 percent in 1996.
Another important trend is the reduction of direct involvement in privatesector

activities, reflecting a decline in the share of subsidies to products and producers. At
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the same time, the share of total welfare expenditure has irsen steadily; this applies
particularly to transfer payments to individuals, so that it is impossible to define
the overall effect of increased welfare expenditure on the distribution of income
and on efficiency.

The share of publicsector expenditure in 1996 was 56.8 percent of GNP5
percentage points above the average in developed countires. A compairson of the
allocationof resources shows that the shareof civilian consumption is slightly higher
in Israel than in developed countries, while that of subsidies and transfer payments is
lower 15.8 percent of GNP in Israel compared with 21 percent in the west.

Box 5.1: PublicSector Expenditure in Israel 1

The permanent share of publicsector expenditure in GNP in Israel is similar to
thatof other?developed countries,5 using the tax/GNP ratio as an indicator, as

j this smooths^shortterm fluctuations in the share of publicsector expenditure
! adjusted by debtservicing payments. The average tax/GNP ratio in the OECD
/ countrieswas 39:3 percent of GNP in 1 992, while the average in those OECD
i countries whose GNP and population size resembled those of Israel was 38.9
! percent.. In Israel this ratio stood at 39.7 percent in 1 996, but as the government
! is planning to increase its revenues by 2 1 percent of GNP the tax/GNP ratio
Iwill rise"Not'only is the tax burden in Israel higher than the average in the
/ ■ west;the share of.current public expenditure is higher, too, constituting 50 6
j percent of GNPin Israel visavis an average of 46.8 percent in the west.
/ The fact that the public sector in Israel is larger than in other western countnes

doesnot necessairly mean that its size is not optimal. The security threat to
j Israelis significantly greaterthantl^,tqAose^cou|trires^air3^hereas^sr^i's{f||

defense expenditure was 9.5 percent of GNP in 1996, trieaveragein the westp*
was only 2.5 percent. Hence,Israel 'sjcivilian public sector isjsmaller than that _J ■

customary inthe west:The heavydefense burden'borne by Israel is financedin :i /
part by intergovernmentaltransfers,'whichaccbun6fpr;3.3'percent of GNRyin :j|

/ part by taxes, and in part by forgoing sbmeitem¥ofpublic*civiliancbnsiTrnptibn.' sj
One of the longterm trends evidentin Israel isHhe declinein the'defense 'fl

jexpenditure/GNP ratio. If itpefsistsit willfbe,possible;to ease1 thetax bu *.'!

i and improve public services. The optimal size of the public sector is, however,
' an important issue that warrants public debate.
j■  " 
/ .,
/ K 5 Many economists claim that in most western economies the public sector is too
j large. This contention is true if the average voter's preferences differ from those of the '

j country as a whole, or if voters take only the shortterm view.

L . '.
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Publicsector demand

Publicsector civilian
consumption surged in

1996,asits relative
price continued to rise.

Publicsector civilian consumption rose by a real 4.8 percent in 1996 as a result of a
real 7.6 increase in purchases, which increased the pressure on the goods market, and
a 4.0 percent growth in publicsector employment. The share of publicsector
employees in the civilian labor force has risen steadily since 1994, intensifying public
sector pressure on the labor market. The price of labor input in the public sector rose
by 3 percent in 1996, even after significant wage hikes in the preceding two years.
Domestic defense consumption rose by 0.5 percent in 1996, the result of a 2.7

percent increase in domestic purchases and 1.4 percent reduction in labor input
which has been declining since 1991. Direct defense imports, which tend to fluctuate
widely, rose by 28.8 percent in 1996, so that total defense consumption increased by
7.4 percent.

The tax/GNP ratio
fell as a result of

the decline in
direct tax receipts

3. TAXES, TRANSFER PAYMENTS, AND SUBSIDIES

The tax/GNP ratio fell from 40.4 to 39.7 percent in 1996 due to the decline in direct
tax receipts, while the share of indirect taxes in GNP grew by 0.1 percentage points.
The reduction of statutory tax rates on individuals and firms, the rise in tax rebates,
and the decline in the return on capital contributed to the fall in direct tax revenues.
The higher share of pirvate consumption and the increased excise tax on fuel raised
the share of indirect taxes on domestic production, but this was offset by the decline
in the shareof expenditure on imported consumer goods in general, and on consumer
durables in particular, which reduced indirect tax receipts on imports. Since 1995 the
ratio of indirect to direct taxes in Israel has been irsing, and is now higher than in any
OECD country.

The effectofnet taxes on income distirbution in 1996 is not clear. The higher ratio
of indirect to direct taxes, and the lower progressiveness of income tax served to
increase inequality, while the irse in transfer payments acted to reduce it.

Direct taxes

The lower tax/GNP ratio
is due mainly to lower

tax rates and higher tax
rebates to firms and
the selfemployed.

The share of direct taxes in GNP fell from 20.8 to 20 percent in 1996. Income tax
receipts declined by a real 2.2 percent so that their share of GNP fell by 0.8
percentage points. National insurance receipts rose by 4.6 percent, and their share of
GNP remained unchanged.

Wage incometax receipts grew by 1.2 percent in 1996; the 4.4 percent increase in
employee posts and 1.4 percent irse in real wages expanded the tax base, but the
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loweirng of individual income tax rates in September 1995 reduced tax receipts.
Assuming that without the legislative changes tax receipts would have irsen at the
same rate as the tax base, the loweirng of the individual tax rates caused incometax
receipts to shirnk by 0.45 percent of GNP.
The share in GNP of corporationtax receipts and deductions at source fell by

0.5 percentage points in 1996 due to the marked irse in corporationtax rebates, the
fall in the share of return on capital in GNP, from 12.7 percent in 1995 to 12 percent
in 1996, and the reduction of corporation tax from 37 to 36 percent.

The smaller share of the return on capital reduced corporationtax revenues and
increased those on wages. Incometax rates (corporation tax and deductions at source)
are higher on capital than on labor, so that the lower share of the former in GNP
reduced the proportion of incometax receipts in GNP by 0.15 percentage points.

Taxes can be divided into two main categoires: those that impair the incentive to
save and those that lower the incentive to work. The taxes on wage income and on
consumption have similar effects since both of them reduce the purchasing power
of an hour's work they serve as a disincentive to work. The extent of this effect
depends on the marginal tax rate. In 1995 the average (weighted) tax rate on wage
income was 48 percent. This estimate does not include the effect of indirect taxes,
which account for 20 percent of GNP in Israel, compared with an average of 13.5
percent in the OECD countires. The high level of indirect taxes raises the average
marginal tax on wage income and serves as a disincentive to work. Taxes which

The decline in the share
of the return on capital
caused corporation tax
receipts to drop and
wage incometax
receipts to rise.

Figure 5.1
Ratio of Corporation Tax and Deductions at Source

:0/0 to Gross Capital Yield, 198696

1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992 "1993 1994 1995SKI 996
i .
: SOURCE: Based on Centra! Bureau of Statistics data.
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constitute a disincentive to save include those on savings and those on nonwage
earnings such as corporation taxes, taxes on dividends, land improvement tax, and
capital gains tax. Most savings channels in Israel are taxexempt (in some western
countries shortterm savings are taxed), and some are even subsidized. Capital gains
on the stock market are not taxed, the statutory tax rate on corporations does not
exceed that customary in OECD countries, and some firms benefit from incentives
under the Encouragementof Capital Investments Law. The damage caused by the tax
system in Israel to the incentive to save and invest is relatively moderate, but the
harm to the incentive to work is far higher than it is in the west, and this situation
should be addressed.

Transfer payments
to the public rose by
a real 9.6 percent

in 1996.

Transfer payments

Transfer payments to the public rose by a real 9.6 percent in 1996, mainly as a result
of the increase in pensions and capital transfers. National insurance benefits, which
constitute 60 percent of all transfer payments, rose more moderatelyby 7.4 percent.

The growth in national insurance benefits resulted mainly from the rise in the
eligible population, and to a lesser extent from the real increase in their value. The
1995 amendment to the Reduction of Poverty Law increased the benefits paid to
disabled persons and singleparent families, as well as oldage pensions. The process
of gradually reducing the extent to which child allowances were contingent on military
service continued in 1996, contributing to their increase.

Indirect tax revenues
from domestic produc
tion rose by a real 6.4

percent.

Indirect taxes

Revenues from indirect taxes on domestic production rose by a real 6.4 percent in
1996, and their share of GNP increased from 14.0 to 14.4 percent. This was the result
of both the higher share of consumption in GNP and the rise in taxes on fuel and
cigarettes. The main components of indirect taxes on domestic production are VAT,

which accounted for 61 percent in 1996, municipal taxes, which constituted 17 percent,
and the excise on fuel, which was 10 percent.

The 4.6 percent increase in expenditure on private domestic consumption, and the
3.5 percent irse in expenditure on publicsector consumption, expanded the VAT base,
and as a result these revenues from domestic production grew by 3.9 percent.

The 27.5 percent increase in the excise tax on fuel expanded these revenues by
19.9 percent, so that their share in GNP rose by 0.2 percentage points. This tax makes
the use of pirvate vehicles more costly, with its attendant social costs (air pollution
and congestion). The excise on fuel is still lower in Israel than in western Europe.
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Despite the 12 percent volume increase in imports of consumer goods, tax
revenues on civilian imports declined by a real 0.5 percent. This was because the
price of imported consumer goods rose by only 1 .9 percent while the implicit
index of GDP prices went up by 11.8 percent.
Since 1991, when the process of reducing tariffs on imports from countries

with which Israel does not have a free trade agreement began, the shareof tairffs in
indirect import taxes has fallen from 13.8 percent to 3.2 percent. Continued tairff
reduction will limit the damage incurred as a resultof the diversionof trade, and will
reduce the distortions in consumption and production.

4. INCOME DISTRIBUTION

The data on income distribution are drawn from the annual survey of incomes
undertaken by the CBS, and published a year later. According to the Gini index
customarily used for measuring inequality of income distribution, this declined
throughout the Israeli population in 1995. The improvement in the distirbution of
both wage and disposable income resulted from the decline in the unemployment
rate. Inequality of wage income rose among wageearners, due to increased demand
for human capital. Inequalityof disposable income did not grow, however, indicating
that the progressive effect of direct taxes and transfer payments intensified in 1995.

The inequality of
income distribution
declined in 1995.

Figure 5.2a Figure 5.2b j

Poverty Rate (Families), 198895a Inequality of Disposable Income of .
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In 1995 the poverty line was defined as a monthly income of NIS 1,693 per family.
SOURCE: Based on CBS and National Insurance Institute data.
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